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� Debates on religion in the European public 

square

� Powerful voice of the ECtHR: over 800 million 

people in 47 state members of the Council of 

Europe



� To explore the extent to and ways in which ECtHR 

religious freedom case law mobilises grassroots level 

actors on issues related to religious freedom

� To examine the influence of the Court’s religious 

freedom case law on the approaches of national 

courts

� To probe the indirect effects of the Court’s case law 

on pluralism, from the grassroots local and national 

level through to the European level  



� Debates regarding the direct effect of court 
decisions: courts are not always ‘where it’s at’

� A ‘decentred’ and bottom-up approach looking 
at the margins

‘Requires the most complex, subtle and unique 
reflections both about law and about social change’
(McCann 1992). Here we find unintended 
implications such as development of rights 
consciousness, which are amongst the least 
studied aspects of law and change…



� Subsidiarity

� The ‘Margin of Appreciation’

� The Consensus doctrine 

� Pluralism 



� Lautsiv. Italy, 2009

� Unanimous (7-0) ruling in favour of Lautsi, finding a 

violation of Article 2, Protocol 1 of the ECHR

� Lautsiv. Italy, 2011 – Grand Chamber

� 15-2 ruling in favour of the Italian state



� Do religion and religious pluralism acquire greater 
public attention in the aftermath of particular ECtHR 
judgments?

� Do religious and social actors gain, or lose, leverage 
as a result of judgments? 

� Are the aims of religious and social actors articulated 
in terms which either echo or react against particular 
judgments?

� Do the judgments promote greater, or limit, recourse 
to courts?

� Is there evidence of judgments influencing policy 
planning and decision making?



� Case study countries: Greece, Romania, Italy 

and Turkey (with researchers based in each)

� Interview-based research with:

�Religious minority actors 

�Religious majority actors

�Representatives of religious, non-religious, 

secularist, and other ideological NGOs

� ‘Cause lawyers’

� State representatives



� Religious symbols in public spaces

� Blasphemy/hate speech/defamation of 
religion

� Proselytism

� Family law and gender-related issues



� WP1 State of the Art and theoretical 
framework

� WP2 Legal mobilisation ECtHR religious 
freedoms cases

� WP3 Influence of the ECtHR religious 
freedoms case law on local and national 
level grassroots mobilisations

� WP4 Study of local and national level case 
law related to religious pluralism 

� WP5 Thematic analysis and dissemination
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